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ABSTRACT

This dissertation concerns ofthe design and analysis ofa small race car specifically a
race car for Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP)'s Formula Society of

Automotive Engineer (FSAE) team. The scope of this dissertation will cover the

design and analysis of space frame type race car chassis. Previous design of the
chassis will be used as a reference for the project. The weaknesses, disadvantages
and advantages of the previous chassis design will be studied and use as guidance to
design a new chassis. Decision matrix is use to determine which design approaches is
more feasible and three chassis models will be designed before selecting the desired

model based on several factors such as the strength, weight and economic

consideration. Modelling ofchassis will be done with CATIA whilst the analysis will
beconducted using CATIA analysis function, ANSYS, along with ADAMS Car. The

project is expected to deliver a new chassis design thatcomply with all the rules and

regulations oftheracing competition and meet all thetarget specification.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP)'s Formula Society ofAutomotive Engineer
(FSAE) team has managed to send a race car to a competition in 2006 which was

held in Australia but the results was not filled with vigour. The car sent has a lot of

problems and safety issues. The problems that arise have given the idea for the

author to initiate the project. Formula SAE "is competition for student to visualize,
design, fabricate small formula-style race car. Some constrains and limitations need

to be obeyed so that it will challenge student's creativity, knowledge and
imagination" [9].

1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Previous chassis design causes a lot of problems to the fully assembled race car.
Improper analysis of the chassis was also the causes of the problems that occur to the

previous chassis design. The problems faced by the car were poor handling,
enormous chassis weight, poor straight line acceleration and imbalance power-to-
mass ratio. The countermeasure ofthese problems is to design and properly analyse a
new race car chassis. But to design the chassis it involves optimization between
many different conflicting requirements.

The proposed design must able to contribute to car's mass reduction therefore

providing good power-to-mass ratio and in turns give the car better straight line
results. The design must possess features such as smaller wheelbase and track width,
compact and lightweight without compromising the ergonomics requirements.



Another factor that contributes to a proper chassis construction is the manufacturing
process take place during the fabrication process. In order to build a reliable chassis

there must be a jig thatcanhold all themembers together before it is welded. From

the previous experience, UTP FSAE team lack of this crucial part which then causes

the chassis that is fabricated not properly manufactured. The welded tube tends to

expend when it colds and this causes the construction of the chassis encounter some

flaws. Besides, the previous project used plywood as the jig. From the author's
observation, the plywood jig does not provided proper support. The result is the

chassis is not fabricated according to the desired design. For instance is the base of

the chassis is not straight. Instead of straight, the base flex; this problem will lead to

other problems where it will affect the geometry ofthe suspension. As the result, the
handling of the car will be very bad and will affect the overall performance of the
car. Thus, in this project, the author will proposed a proper jig construction which
will be discussed in the second part (FYP 2) of the this project. Figure 1-1 shows an
example of a proper jig use when fabricating a chassis.

Figure 1-1 Proper jigconstruction (Helsinki Polytechnic)

1.3. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

1.3.1. To design a small race car chassis and optimize the design for optimum
handling and power to-mass ratio.

1.3.2. To perform design and analysis iteration on the designed chassis using
computer aided engineering tool (finite element analysis).

1.3.3. To propose suitable fabrication method for small scale production ofthe
race car chassis.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY

2.1. CHASSIS DESIGN

2.1.1. Type of chassis

Forcommercial vehicles, two types of frame design are available. There are: -

2.1.1.1. Body-over-frame(BOF)

This type offrame can be further classified into two general categories which are the

Ladder-type frame orPerimeter-type frame [31- Table below explain the
construction ofeach type ofthe chassis.

Table 1: Frame design and construction for Ladder-type frame chassis and
Perimeter-type frame chassis

Ladder-type frame
This type of chassis takes its name from

its resemblance to a ladder. The

construction ofthis chassis consist of two

side rails and it is connected with the

cross members. Figure 2-1 shows the

construction ofthe ladder-type frame

Figure 2-1: Construction of the
Ladder-type frame

Perimeter-type frame
The construction of this chassis is

different where the front frame rails are

curved inward to accept the engine

mounts, hold front suspension and allow

the front wheel to remove as required.

Figure 2-2 shows the construction of

perimeter-type frame
*•

"^A"

Figure 2-2: Perimeter-type frame
construction which consist of torque

box (Ford Motor)



2.1.1.2 Unitized body (Monocoque)

Thistype ofchassis uses an integral bodyand frame. Themost common construction

method is to form the body by welding numbers of stamped metal panel to a
platform-type floor pan of stamped metal. The floor pan consist series of ribs that

start from rear of the vehicle and end at the firewall. Purpose of these ribs is to

increase structural rigidity ofthe chassis [3]. Figure 2-3 shows the example ofa unit
body design and the floor pan.

Figure 2-3: Construction of unitbody design (Toyota) and position of floor
pan OCalton C. Lahue, 1995)

2.1.1.3 Space frame

Construction of this type of chassis consists of many small diameter triangulated
tubes welded together to form a structure [2]. The design can be simple space frame
orcomplex space frame. Apopular design for space frame chassis in Formula SAE is

the tubular space frame. This type offrame is efficient where there are afew specific
highly loaded points to be connected such as engine mounts and suspension brackets.
Figure 4 shows the example oftubular space frame chassis design.

Figure 2-4: Previous FSAE tubular space frame chassis design



2.2. RULES AND REGULATION

The design of the chassis must abide the rules and regulation which stated in the

Formula SAE Rules. In addition to that the design must able to meet to target
specification. Some ofthe crucial rules that must be followed such as [10]:-

2.2.1 Ground clearance

The design car must have a minimum of25.4mm (1 inch) ofstatic ground clearance
with the driver abroad. This is to prevent any portion of the car (except tyres) from
touching the ground during events.

2.2.2 Wheelbase and vehicle configuration

The car must have four (4) wheels and not in a straight line. The wheelbase must at

least 1525mm (60inches). Wheelbase is measure from the center of the ground
contact of front andreartires with wheel pointed straight ahead.

2.2.3 Vehicle track

The smaller track ofthe car (front or rear) must be no less 75% ofthe larger track.
Other important rules can be found in FSAE Rules in the attachment section

2.3. THEORY

There are several factors that need to be considered when designing a structural
construction; in this case space frame chassis. These factors will determine the

reaction of the chassis towards the applied load and in turn will affect the

performance ofa race car. The factors that influence the design are:-

2.3.1. Longitudinal load transfer

During breaking or accelerating, type of force that acting on a chassis is the
longitudinal load. Longitudinal load transfer can be calculated by using the following
formula [7]: -

TJrp l>ongacc x force at axle x hLIT = - (1)

Longacc ~ Longitudinal acceleration, g

h = Center ofgravity height, m 1= wheelbase, m



From the equation (1), longitudinal load transfer can be reduced by increasing the
wheelbase of the car, lowering the height of centre of gravity, or providing a soft
initial acceleration. Figure 2-5 shows the example oflongitudinal load acting through
vehicle's centre ofgravity.

F= -WAX F

Figure 2-5: Longitudinal weight transfer (Anthony M O'Neill, 2005)

During breaking, the load is more to the front tyre and unloading the rear tyre. When
excessive load is being transferred, due to unloading at the rear tyre breaking ability
ofa car will be reduced [1].

2.3.2. Lateral load transfer

Acar is subjected to lateral load when cornering. Increasing oflateral load during
cornering is caused by the centrifugal force. The load lateral load will further

increase if the driver pushes the brake when taking acorner [8].

Lateral load acceleration cornering will cause lateral load transfer. This lateral

acceleration will increase the vertical load on the outside and inside tyre by the same
amount. Simplified equation for lateral load transfer can define as [8]: -

IT —AYXWxh
t

LT - Lateral load transfer for an axle, N

AY = Lateral acceleration,g's

W = Weightat centerofgravity

h = Centre ofgravity height, m

t - track or track width, m

(2)



Figure 2-6 below shows theeffect ofchanging theparameter to thelateral
load transfer.

Figure 2-6: Total lateral load transfer (Anthony M O'Neill, 2005)

Other than effect ofcornering, lateral load transfer can be generated by the following
ways [1]:-

2.3.2.1 Physical compression of the outside spring and deflection of anti-roll
bar if it is fitted.

2.3.2.2 Jacking effect by any independent suspension

2.3.2.3 Forces the generated by the tyre as it resist the centrifugal force. These
forces are reacted onthesprung mass through roll centres.

2.3.2.4 Displacement of centre of gravity due to roll

Lateral force need to be transmitted from the ground to the chassis. In order to do

that, there must be a point where all the resultant forces are acting and this point is
known as the roll center. Roll center for the front and rear suspension is separated.
Vehicle leans or rolls about these points due to centrifugal force in a corner [7].
Figure 2-7 shows thejacking effect and position of roll center on a car.
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Figure 2-7: Jacking effect and roll center position (L.MILLIKEN, 1995)

From figure 2-7, the higher the roll center, the greater is the jacking effect. The best
condition is the roll center and mass centroid axis is inparallel. When this occurs, the

amount of lateral load transfer and roll generation will be about equals. Thus it will
provide a desirablehandling condition [7].

When chassis roll occurs, it will lead to the undesirable chamber angle which inturn
resulting in the instability and inconsistency in the vehicle handling behaviour.
Chassis roll can be reduced by applying stiffer suspension, usage of the anti-roll bar
and raising therollcenter relative to center of gravity [1].

2.3.3. Torsional rigidity and stiffness

Previous section discussed about the load transfer on a vehicle. Being able to control
the load transfer distribution is the key to get the favourable handling condition. But,
it is only ifthe chassis is stiffenough to transmit the torque produced [1].

Torsional rigidity can be defined as the ability of the chassis to flex when it is

subjected to different direction of load. For instance, one side of wheel experience
upward force meanwhile the other front wheel subjected to downward force; but at
the same timethe rearof the vehicle is anchored [7]. This situation can be observed
during cornering.

Figure 2-8 below shows the value for torsional stifxhess of the previous chassis
design:-



Total Torsion Stiffness

m Avg

10620.40

10167.54

9660.49

basic chassis chassis with chassis with chassis with
triangutation sidepod sidepod+tri

Figure 2-8: Torsional stif&iess for previous chassis design (Azizan,
Mohamad Hafiz Nor, 2007)

The value seems like too high compare to other's university. The result maybe
causes by the improper analysis or over exaggerating some parameters when

conducting the analysis. For references, University of Southern Queensland they
claimed that their car has the torsional stiffness of214Nm/degree and they have done
a physical testing. University of Missouri SAE race car has a torsional rigidity of
2900Nm/degree and meanwhile for Laval University's SAE car has a torsional

rigidity of 2000Nm/degree [1]. For reference, "current small formula cars may be
3000 lb-fVdegree (or equivalent to 4064.7Nm/degree)" (L.MILLIKEN, 1995).

Effect ofthe torsional stiffness to the car is, one will be able to predict the handling if
the chassis is stiff enough. A race car can improve its handling capability by the
following methods [7]:-

2.3.3.1. If the fabricated chassis is too flexible, diagonal members can be

added to the structure. These diagonal members strengthen and function

effectively atthe load point such as suspension and spring mounting.
2.3.3.2. Engine as the stress member provided that the loads are not so high.
2.3.3.3.The usage of plate reinforcements used to connect joint if the tubes

must be used in bending. The purpose is to pass the load more effectively.
(see figure 2-9)

2.3.3.4. Additional cross members to the structures.
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Figure 2-9: Stiffening up tubing bending (L.MILLIKEN, 1995)

Torsional stiffness is given bytofollowing formula [8]: -

Torque Spread distance

57<
X

Deflection
(3)

Where

Spread distance = distance measure from the support

57°= value to convert vertical deflection intoan angular measurement

2.3.4. Angle of twist

This angle indicates how rigid the car is. When the chassis subjected to a load the

members will experience deflection with some angle. This angle should beas lowas

possible which in turn will give higher torsional stiffiiess. Figure 2-10 below defines
the angle of twist.

External Torque T Diagram 1

Figure 2-10: Angle of twist

Angle of twist can be calculated with the following equation [2]:

10



0 = ~(4)

Where;

T = the internal torque in the shaft

L = the length ofshaft being "twisted"

J = the polar moment ofinertia of the shaft

G = the Modulus of Rigidity (Shear Modulus) for the material

2.4. DESIGN CONCEPT

Basically, there are three options inconsidering the design ofthe final product which
is the small race car for formula SAE. Each option has its own advantages and
disadvantages. Thus in order to determine which design path will be considered,
decision matrix was used. This process isto determine which design isfeasible

First option that is available is the current design approach which is to use the four

cylinder 600cc engine, space frame chassis. The advantage about this approach is it
allows the car to have higher top speed. One of the disadvantages is the overall
weight ofthe car can be too heavy like what has the UTP Formula SAE experiences.
The car has a total weight ofnearly 300kg. But with proper planning and design, the
average weight should be around 200 to 220 kg. Example of university that has
managed to use this approach is Sophia University, Japan.

Second design approach is space frame chassis with single cylinder engine.
Obviously, the advantage ofthis design approach will be at the overall weight ofthe
car. The usage of the single cylinder engine might be the advantage since the track
layout does not required high speed. Capability ofthe engine to produce high torque
enables the car to accelerate faster. The set back ofthis design is itcannot reach high
top speed. Example of university that has used this approach is the Tokyo Denki
University.

11



Final approach that is available is a full carbon fibre monocoque chassis and either

single cylinder engine orfour cylinder engine. The advantage will bethe total weight

of the car. The overall weight of car with this design approach is less than 200kg.
The disadvantages will be the cost and technology used to fabricate the chassis. It

will be burden to a university which plan to use this approach if they do not have

enough resources. University of Western Australia (UWA) and Royal Melbourne

Institute of Technology (RMIT) are the example of universities that have

successfully implemented this design approach.

SPACE FRAME,
FOUR

CYLINDER

ENGINE?

DESIGN DIRECTION?

SPACE FRAME,
SINGLE

CYLINDER

ENGINE?

CARBON FIBRE

MONOCOQUE,

FOUR

CYLINDER or

SINGLE

ENGINE?

Figure2-11: Three types of design approaches
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2.5. MATERIAL

2.5.1. Suitable material list

From the research and study that has been conducted, most of the FSAE team will

use the material ranges from Aluminium, low carbon steel, and alloy steel. To be

more specific, the type ofAluminium use is the 7075-T6, SAE 4130 chromoly alloy
for alloy steel and SAE 1020 lowcarbon steel [1].With all thesematerial short listed

as the possible material to be used for the construction, these materials will be

evaluated base on several criteria. The criteria use is the properties of the material,
economic consideration, and availability ofthe material.

2.5.2. Properties

In order to get optimum performance of the car, selection of material is one of the

important criteria. The material chose should posses' properties that enable the car to

be subjected to several types of loads. Proper material selection will also assist to

achieve the objective offabricating a race car body frame which is lightweight, high
in strength and stress. The properties include the mechanical, physical, and chemical.

Refer appendix-4 for the required properties of each material must posses. Table 2
shows the comparisonof the properties for each material.

Table 2: Material properties [5]

Property SAE 1020 7075-T6 SAE 4130

Density 7870-H kg2810-4 kq
7872-^-

m3

Modulus ofElasticity 200GPa 71.7GPa 205GPa

Thermal expansion 11.9(10~6)°C-1 23.3(10-6)°C~1 li^cio-6)0^-1

Specific heat capacity 0.599—^—
g-°c

477 _J_
Kg.K

Thermal conductivity
w

51.9—-
W

130—;
m.K

W
42.7

m.K

Tensile strength 384Mpa 503Mpa 561Mpa

Yield strength 165Mpa 445Mpa 361Mpa

Elongation 32% 11% 28%

Hardness 137HB 150HB 197HB

13



From the table, Aluminium 7075-T6 has the advantages over the other material in

term of density where it has low density. This will lead to an advantage in term of

weight for the chassis that will be fabricated. In term of strength Aluminium is

stronger compare to other two materials followed by SAE 4130 and SAE 1020. But

the drawback ofAluminium is fatigue [1]. This can be proved from the figure 2-12.
It shows that Aluminium does not posses endurance limit where it fall whilst steel

posses suchproperties where it can sustain even at higher cycle.

50

-«>

20

10
AJraniimm »2024)

105 JO1 W 10" 10* Jl>s Iff
Ktimberofcomplete^- revised ™b

Figure 2-12: Stress - Loading Cycles Curves (BeerJohnston&DeWolf)

2.5.3. Economic consideration

Economic factor is one of the crucial elements in every project. In FSAE, each team

must be able to design a whole car within the budget which is USD25000. Thus,

proper material selection will lead to cost saving and enable the project to runwithin

the budget. Economic considerations involve the cost for raw material, quantity of
the raw material required and fabric ability which include formability and weld
ability.

In term of cost, SAE1020 is a lot cheaper compare to 7075-T6 and SAE 4130 but

still in term of the strength SAE 4130 and 7075-T6 out number the SAE1020. This

will be the advantages for the material to beselected. For the quantity, number ofthe
steel tubing required is depending on the design ofthe chassis plus fifteen percent
extra tubing in case any error occurduring the fabrication of the chassis. This factor

needs to be considered as it willaffect theoverall budget.

14



Another factor to consider is the formability and weldability of these materials. The

material should be easy to bend and to be welded. SAE1020 and SAE 4130 posses

both of the element but Aluminium 7075-T6 required special skills and setting to
weld them.

2.5.4. Material selection

Based on the several factors discussed earlier and also from the study, the most
common material used by other university in the FSAE competition is the Alloy
steel. To be more specific, it is the SAE 4130 carbon steel or best known of the

family chromoly steels.

Alloy steel is identified by a four digit number. The first two digit numbers indicate
the major alloying element. As for SAE 4130, the 41XX represent that this type of
alloy consist of 0.50%, 0.80% or 0.95% Chromium plus 0.25% Molybdenum. The
exact composition for SAE 4130 is Carbon 0.30%, Manganese 0.5%, Molybdenum

0.2% and Chromium 1.0% [13].The advantages of using this material compare to
SAE1020 is the strength of the chassis that will be built using this material even
thoughthe weight will be slightly the same.

The other material that will be considered to be used for the construction of the

chassis is the Aluminium. Since the chassis must be lightweight, combination of

Aluminium with4130 carbon steel canproduce suchchassis. Theconstruction of the

chassis that required the usage of Aluminium as the material will be shown in the

result and discussion part.

According to the findings and research, the strongest Aluminium family that suit for
this application is the Aluminium 7075-T6. Aluminium is selected because of its

characteristic, which is very high strength material used for highly stressed structural

parts [5]. Compositions for Aluminium 7075-T6 are consist of Aluminium 87.1-

91.4%, Chromium 0.18%-0.28%, Copper 1.2-2%, Ferrum maximum of 0.5%,
Magnesium 2.1-2.9%, Manganese 0.3%, Silicon 0.4%, Titanium 0.2%, and Zinc 5.1-
6.1% [5].
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1. PROJECT FLOW CHART

Figure 3-1 gives the overview of the suggested project flow chart for the first

semester (FYPl). Project started with identifying the problems and also the

objectives of the project. Thenext step is to determine the target specification whilst

completing the literature review. Once finished, the author has to come out with

several chassis design with different approaches in order to achieve the target

specification which has been decided earlier. Decision matrix method will be used to

decide which design will be selected and this will lead to a finalization of target

specification. Once the target specification is firm, analytical calculationwill be used

to determine the estimated parts and component size. The design and analysis task

will be done after all the information is obtain. If the design meets the specification

target, the process will be continued by the critical design review where the final

design ofthe chassis will be evaluated.

16



Problem definition and project objectives

I
Preliminary target specification for the chassis

design and the car

Literature review

I
Design concept and Decision matrix

Finalize target specification

Preliminary design review

Estimation ofparts, component sizing based

on analytical calculation

Design and analysis

No

Critical design review

Figure 3-1: Proposed project flow chart for first semester
(FYPl)
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» Design optimization target

i r

Design optimization using

computer tools or prototype testing

No

^*~^ Meet specification ^^\^^
target?

Yes

'Subject to change

Figure 3-2: Proposed project flow chart for
second semester (FYP2)*

Figure 3-2 shows the proposed project flow chart for the second semester (FYP2).

The finalized design will undergo several design changes in order to achieve the

optimize design. This will include the fabrication method and also refinement of the

costing. The method that will be used is either by using computer tools or prototype

testing. If the modification done to the design achieved the specific target; andif time

permit, fabrication work will take place and also the completion of the final report.
Ganttchart for the overall project is available in the appendices section.

3.2. TOOLS and EQUIPTMENT

The tools required to complete this project such as:-

3.2.1. Engineering software such as CATIA V5 and ANSYS

3.2.2. Adams car

3.3. DECISION MATRIX

In order to decide which design is feasible for this project, decision matrix is used.

Each andevery factor thatwill contribute to selection of thedesign approach will be

listed and will be given score accordingly. This step is essential to determine the best

designapproach that will be considered for the project.
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Each design approach will be assigned to a number such as:-

3.3.1. Space frame chassis with four cylinder engine will be assigned as Design

Approach 1 (DAI).

3.3.2. Space frame chassis with single cylinder engine is known as Design

Approach 2 (DA2).

3.3.3. Full carbon fibre monocoque with single cylinder or four cylinder engine

will be assigned as Design Approach 3 (DA3).

The factor that will be use to evaluate the Design Approaches are: -

3.3.3.1. Low production cost

3.3.3.2. Ease ofmaintenance

3.3.3.3. Ease of manufacturing

3.3.3.4. Reliability

3.3.3.5. Performance

The score given is in the range of one (1) to ten (10). 1 represents the least and 10 are

the highest mark. Total mark is 50.

Table 3: Decision matrix

DAI DA2 DA3

Production cost 7 9 3

Maintenance 5 5 7

Ease ofmanufacturing 5 6 4

Reliability 6 6 7

Performance 7 6 8

TOTAL 30 32 29

If these three design approaches were analysed in term ofproduction cost, DA2 is the

ideal design approach to select. It is because in order to fabricate the chassis the tool

required is much more simple compare to DA3. Between DA2 and DAI, DA2

required less production cost because less no ofpart need to be fabricated compare to

DAI.
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As for ease of maintenance, DA3 scored highest mark because for instance, the

carbon fibre monocoque chassis is easy to reconstruct if accident happened. It just

required changing the affected section meanwhile with space frame chassis it is

almost impossible to change the frame member that is affected. In term of

manufacturing, DA2 score the highest mark. It is because to fabricate a car with

single cylinder engine with space frame is less hassle compare to four cylinders

engine or even worst if the chassis is carbon fibre monocoque. It is because carbon

fibre monocoque required special skill and also special equipment to fabricate the

chassis.

Forreliability, all three design approaches is reliable. ButDA3 scores higher simply

because carbon fibre chassis is very strong andalso rigid. ForDA2 and DAI, space

frame chassis is strong and also rigid but many factors caninfluence the strength and

rigidity of the chassis such asthe quality of the welded member and also proper heat

treatment. Finally, all of the design approaches were evaluated base on its

performance. Clearly that DA3 has more advantages due to weight saving

characteristic that carbon fibre monocoque offers. From the analysis, DA2 has scored

thehighest mark and will beconsidered as thedesign approaches forthis project.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DUSCUSSION

As for preliminary design for part 1 (FYPl), 3 designs will be used to compare to the

other previous design. This is to differentiate the design that the author has come out

with and the previous design in term of the weight of the chassis and the deflection

of the frame when subjected to several loads. To validate the design, for part 1

(FYPl) the analysis function in CATIA will be used. Even though the result is not as

accurate as analysis is done using ASYS, but the result is still acceptable.

4.1. Part 1 result and discussion

4.1.1. Design

The previous design will be used to compare with author's design. Previous design

is indicated by SF-01 and SF-02 while author's design is indicated by SF0301,

SF0302 and SF03_03. These chassis will be compared in term of the weight; Von

misses stress, and translational displacement of each design in the analysis section.

Refer appendix 5 for the translational deflection and von misses stress of the chassis.

4.1.1.1. SF-01

This is the first design of chassis for UTP FSAE car. The design is overweight and

too big. In addition to that, there is no ergonomic study conducted during the

designing process of the chassis. As a result, driver feels not comfortable when

sittingin side the car.Referappendix 6-1 for the designand properties ofthe chassis.

4.1.1.2. SF-02

This is the second design of UTP FSAE chassis. As what can be seen, it has

undergone a lotof improvement in term of the design, ergonomic andalsothe weight

ofthe chassis. Refer appendix6-2 for the designand properties ofthe chassis.
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4.1.1.3. SF-03_01

This is the first proposed design by the author. To fulfil the objective of the project,

the chassis must have hghter weight but for this design the weight is a bit heavier

from the previous design. If this design is selected, some weight can be removed

especially at the rear bulk head part. The manufacturing processes involved are also

being taken into consideration. This will ensure that the fabrication process will go

smoothly and according to the plan. From this design, the difference is at the rear

bulk head construction. It differs from the previous design where in this design, the

author decided to use Aluminium plate as the construction. The purpose is to ease the

assembly process where the plate provides a space for suspension to be mounted. But

the designis not in detail since this is onlyfor the preliminary designpurposes.

From the pass experience, the problem occurswhen to determinethe mountingofthe

suspension where during the design process, the previous designers have not taken

this matter into their consideration. By reducing the weight of the chassis without

compromising the ergonomic need, this design can assistto achieve the objectives of

this project. Refer appendix 5-3 for the designand propertiesof the chassis.

4.1.1.4. SF-03_02

This is the second proposed design by the author. The construction ofthis chassis is a

lot like the same with the first one but notice the different is at the rear bulk head

construction. Instead of using Aluminium plate, the construction of the rear bulk

head utilised the square shapetubing. The reason is to provide a flat surface to enable

the suspension mounting (cleavage) and plate to hold the differential to be mounted

at the rear bulk head. The manufacturing process for this design is also a lot easier

compare to SF-0301 where no machining required. Eventhoughit looks simple, but

this design can provide a lot of weight saving features besides saving the cost to

manufacturer the chassis compare to SF-0301. Refer appendix 6-4 the design and

properties of the chassis.
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4.1.1.5. SF-03JB

Third design proposed bythe author is completely different design from the previous

design. It looks a bitcomplicated to build but if this design is to beconsidered, it can

provide a stronger and stiffer chassis. The disadvantages of this design is it is a bit
heavier compare to SF-0302 but two kilograms lighter compare to SF-0301.

Similar to SF-0301 the rear bulk head is fabricated using Aluminium plate as it will
provide convenience during the assembly process especially to mount the suspension

atthe rear bulk head. Refer appendix 6-5 for the design and properties ofthe chassis.

4.L2. Power-to-weight calculation

One ofthe objectives ofthis project istoachieve anoptimum power-to-mass ratio. In

order for a car to possess a goodpower-to-mass ratio, the car should have the ideal

overall weight so that the power produced from the engine will able to move the car

without any problems. One ofthe factors that contribute the overall weight of the car

is the chassis itself. The advantages ofa car having a good power-to-weight ratio is
the car will able to accelerate faster.

To calculate thepower-to-weight ratio, thefollowing governing equation is used:-

. . power
Power -to- weight ratio = (5)

weight

4.1.2.1 .Calculation for SF02

As for SF02 car, the engine used is the CBR f4i with the capacity of 600cc. The

maximum power for the engine is 81kW@12 500rpm and maximum torque is
65Nm@10 500rpm. But thepower will no bedelivered totally since there is a 20mm

restrictor that restrict the amount ofair for the combustion. Since they are no dyno
testing conducted for UTP FSAE engine with 20mm restrictor, data from other

university isused. From the research the amount ofpower left is about 75 to 76 Hp
(55.927 490 25 to 56.673 190 12 kilowatt) [16]. So for the total power output is
assumed to be 56.67kW.
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For the total weight, the chassis, engine, bodywork and peripheral is the main

componentthat counted. Table 4 showsthe weight for each component:-

Table 4 Components weight for SF02 car

Chassis 29.531kg

Engine 59kg

Bodywork 35kg

Peripherals 140kg

Total 263.531kg

Thusthe power-to-weight ratiofor SF02 is 215.04W/kg.

4.1.2.2. Calculation for SF03_02

From the previous calculation it shows that SF02 has a good power-to-weight ratio;

where the bigger the ratio is the better the car can accelerate faster ona straight line.

For SF0302 the engine that will be used is assumed to be a single cylinder engine

from Yamaha which is the Yamaha WR450F with engine capacity of 450cc. the

maximum power the engine can deliver is 42.3kW@9000 rpm and maximum torque

of 49Nm @ 7000 rpm [17]. The rules stated that a 20mm restrictor must be installed

to Hmit the amount of power, therefore the power left after the engine is installed

with the 20mm restrictor is 41.013 492 85 kilowatt [17]. For total weight, table 5
shows each of the component weight.

Table 5 Components weight for SF03_02 car

Chassis 23.936kg

Engine 29kg

Bodywork 30kg

Peripherals 100kg

Total 182.936 kg
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Therefore from the data the power-to-weightratio is 224.195 W/kg

As what can be observed from the calculation, it showsthat the SF03_02 has slightly

better power-to-weight ratio. Which mean the car will able to accelerate faster in

straight line. Even though the engine used has less capacity compare to CBRengine

in SF02, the car still able to accelerate faster due to less amount of overall weight of

the car.

What is important for FSAE car is lowendtorque available, so with proper ratios it

can prove that acceleration performance is as good given the short straight away

section of FSAE track. This is what SF0302 trying to prove. In addition to this, the

sacrifice of using less power engine is worth it because handling is much more

improved due to lower overall weight, thus lower turning movement considering

many tight corners in FSAE track. Car that has engine with high top speed like the

Honda CBR engine will not able to achieve it highest speed due to condition of the

track, therefore it is better to concentrate to engine that can give an instant power to

accelerate faster like the Yamaha WR450F.

4.1.3. Analysis

Forthe first part (FYP 1), the analysis tovalidate the design willbe conducted using

generative structural analysis function in CATIA. As mentioned earlier, eventhough

the result is not as accurate as analysis using ANSYS, but the result is acceptable and

can be used to compare each of the design in term of von misses stresses and the

translational deflection. Table 6 tabulate the result of the analysis where the values

represent the maximumtranslational deflection each design when subjected 100N to

1000N of forces (load). Note that this analysis is just for the purpose of comparing

each design capability to sustain such loads subjected to the frame. Once the final

design is decided, an accurate analysis will be conducted using ANSYS during the

second part (FYP 2) of the project. The figure of the displacement and von misses

stress ofeach chassis are available in the appendices section.
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Table 6 Maximum translational deflection of each design

Load

(N)
SFOl

deflection

(mm)

SF-02

deflection

(mm)

SF03_01
deflection

(mm)

SF03_02
deflection

(mm)

SF03_03
deflection

(mm)
100 1.30 0.6 0.466 0.361 0.392

200 2.59 1.2 0.933 0.721 0.785
300 3.89 1.8 1.400 1.080 1.180
400 5.18 2.4 1.870 1.440 1.570
500 6.48 3.0 2.330 1.800 1.960

600 7.78 3.6 2.800 2.160 2.350
700 9.07 4.2 3.260 2.520 2.750

800 10.4 4.8 3.730 2.880 3.140

900 11.7 5.4 4.200 3.240 3.530
1000 13.0 6.0 4.660 3.610 3.920

Translational deflection vs. load

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Load(N)

—*— SFOl deflection (mm)

—•— SF02 deflection (mm)

• •:'. SF0301 deflection (mm)

—*— SF03_G2 deflection (mm)

—^—SF0303 deflection (mm)

Figure 4-1 Translational deflection vs. load

4.1.4. Discussion

Theresult obtained fromthe analysis showthat the first chassis design (SF-01) is not

stiff enough because it can deflect until 13mm which quite a high value. This is not

favourable for a car becauseit can lead to poor handling of the car. As for the second

design (SF-02), there has been major improvement in term of the stif&iess of the

chassis. The design manages to reduce more than 50% of deflection thus make it

stiffer compare to the first design.
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All of the chassis designedby the authorposses quite a good stiffness characteristic.

As what can be observed from the analysis result, the average reduction of all the

chassis is more than 50% compare to the second design (SF-02). This indicates that

the chassis are stiffer compare to the previousdesign. Another factor that contributes

such result is the chassis is modelled properly in CATIA. The previous two designs
were not properly design as in all the frame members are not properly connected to

each other. For instance, the following figure shows the kind of error occur in the

design. The figure show the rear bulk head of SF-02 where it was not design

properly. There should not be any excess tube at a point where numbers of tubing

meet together. This kind of error can cause difficulties when it comes to mesh the

chassis thus producing inaccurate result.

Figure 4-2 improper chassis design

4.1.5. Part 1 result and discussion conclusion

Base on the design and the result of the analysis, the design that fulfils the entire

requirement to build a strong chassis, lightweight, and economically feasible to be

built is the second design (SF-0302). With the overall chassis weight of 23.936 kg,

and from the analysis, it shows that this design is the stiffer compare to other design
it will be the advantages for the future UTP FSAE car if the carutilise this design as

the frame for the car. With such characteristics, it is hope that this chassis can

provide better handling ofthe car, and a balancepower to-mass ratio ofthe car.
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In the second part (FYP 2), this design will be the base for further improvements.

The design will be evaluated further by using ANSYS and ADAMS CAR to obtain a

more accurate analysis results.

4.2. Part 2 result and discussion

As being proposed, second part of this project will involve improvement and design

optimization of the designed chassis that has been selected. For the second part,

ANSYS is use to perform the structural analysis on the selected chassis, by using

ANSYS, more accurate result can be obtain.

From the previous result, it shows that the selected chassis design which is SF0302

has the least torsional deflection when it is subjected to several magnitude of load.

For the second part, the chassis will be analysed by using ANSYS with the same

configuration as what being used when analysing using CATIA. Figure 4-3 shows

the boundary condition used when analysing using ANSYS.

AN
FEB 17 200 B

03:35:22

Figure 4-3 Boundary condition

The figure shows the bottom part of the rear bulkhead is constrained so that it will

not move and a moment is applied at the right side of the suspension arm mounting.

The model used is the wire frame model because it is easier to model the wire frame

in ANSYS.
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4.2.1. Analysis result (ANSYS)

Before any improvement and modification is done to the model, the analysis result

obtain by using CATIA is used to compared with the analysis result using ANSYS.

There are significant different in terms of the result obtain. ANSYS result seem to

give less torsional deflection compare to the result obtain from CATIA. As

mentioned earlier, ANSYS couldprovide an accurate and betterresult. The following

table shows the comparison ofanalysis conducted by using ANSYS and CATIA.

Table 7 Translational deflection comparison

Force(N) Translational deflection

(mm) ANSYS
Translational deflection

(mm) CATIA
100 0.2682 0.361

200 0.5366 0.721

300 0.8049 1.080

400 1.073 1.440

500 1.341 1.800

600 1.61 2.160

700 1.878 2.520

800 2.146 2.880

900 2.415 3.240

1000 2.683 3.610

The other important result that can be obtained is the torsional stifmess of the

chassis. In orderto get the torsional stifmess, the following analysis setupis use.

AN

Figure 4-4 Torsional stiffness analysis set up
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The figure shows the bottom part of the rear bulkhead is constrain and one extended

element is modelled from the left suspension arm mounting, right suspension arm

mounting and at the end of the element, there is a torque applied. The amount of the

torsional stiffness ofthe chassis can be obtained with the following formula:-

Torque Spread distance
•x-

57( Deflection

Basically, the method to find a torsional stiffness for a chassis is by finding the

average of the torsional stiffness at every selected point. For this project, there will

be five nodes (node 4, node 16, node 8, node 23 and node 33) to be selected to

calculate the torsional stiffness as shown in the following figure:-

AN

Figure 4-5 Five nodes selected to calculate the torsional stiffness

The amount of torque being applied is 5 980 764Nmm. This is corresponding to the

amount of forces whenthis carhit a bump. With total weightofapproximately 200kg

and g forces of 4.5g [1] the resulting force is 8829N. The spread distance is 500mm.

Table 8 summarized the amount of deflection which is obtained from the analysis

and the value for torsional stiffness.

Table 8 Deflection and Torsional stiffness for each node

Nodes Deflection (mm) Torsional stiffness (Nmm/deg)
3 65.642 799226.7467

16 36.231 1448009.774

8 70.896 739997.2087

23 34.144 1536517.166

33 37.313 1406020.478
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From the calculated value, to average torsional stifmess for the designed chassis is

1185954.275 Nmm/degree or 1185.95Nm/degree. This amount shows that the value

is around the acceptable values which are around 1000 Nm/degree until

2900Nm/degree. These values are based on the literature review that has been

conducted in the early stage ofthis project.

4.2.2. Analysis result (ADAMS Car)

The analysis with ANSYS shows that the design chassis has less amount oftorsional

deflection as compared to analysis conducted using CATIA. But both analyses are

only meant for structural analysis. In order for the design chassis to be fully

functional, the dynamic analysis must be conducted. ADAMS Car is used to verify

that the design chassis is reliable and also suitable to be fabricated. The analysis that

the author conduct by using ADAMS is only to verify the functionality of the hard

points at the chassis for the suspension design. The result may not be smooth because

the suspension template used is the standard template as it is not the scope of the

project to consider the suspension setting for the analysis.

The type ofanalysis that is conducted is the simplest analysiswhich is the single lane

change. In this analysis, the fully assembly car is set so that the car will change lane

while travelling at initial set speed. All the subsystems were assembled together as

for examples the chassis, suspension, steering, tyre, brake, and engine. For this

analysis, two type of configuration is analysed. The model from SF02 was also used

for the comparison ofthe result. The first configuration is the as shownin the picture

below.

Figure 4-6 First configurations
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As what can be observed from the picture above, the car is assembled so that it can

be analysed with the single lane change analysis. As in CATIA model, figure 4-7

shows the suspension setup in the model. If this configuration is considered,

additional mounting is required to be modelled as the original design of the chassis

does not have the mounting.

Figure 4-7 Suspension configurations in CATIA model

The following figure shows the second configuration used for the analysis.

Figure 4-8 Second configurations

For CATIA model, the suspension set up is shown in the following figure.

Figure 4-9 Suspension set up in CATIA
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Unlike the first configuration, there are no requirements to add extra mounting for

the suspension system to be adapted to the chassis. This will also contribute the

weight saving features for the chassis. In addition, less fabrication works is required

and less material will be consumed. Figure 4-10 below shows the car assembly in

ADAMS for SF02 model. This model has the complete subsystems such as the

suspension and the engine. As mentioned earlier, this model is used to compare the

result obtained from the analysis.

Figure 4-10 SF02 assembly in ADAMS Car

The entire model is analysed and giving the expected result. But the curve produced

by the first and second configuration analysis is not as smooth as the result produced

by the SF02 model. As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this analysis is just to verify

that the design chassis has the suitable mounting points for the suspension system.

Based on this analysis, the best configuration that gives the acceptable result will be

chosen. Figure 4-11 below shows the results that are obtained from the analysis.
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Figure 4-11 Graph lateral chassis acceleration vs. time for all the car assembly
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From the graph above, the green line represent the results produced by the second

configurations, the pink dotted line represent the result obtain from the first

configuration and the blue dotted line represent the result produced by the SF02

model. The curve that the SF02 model produced is much smoother as compare to the

other two curves. As said, SF02 model has the complete subsystem assembly in

which help to produce such result. But for the other two configurations, the result is

not as smooth as the SF02 model because of some inadequate parameters that have

been used in order to execute the analysis.

The factors that contribute for such results are; first is the configuration or geometry

setup for the suspension that is used in the first and second configuration. The

standard suspension template is used and adapted to the hard points that are available

at the chassis. No further fine tuning was done to the set up because it is not the

scope of this project. Second is the engine data used was not the single cylinder

engine data since there are no available data for this engine. Therefore the engine

used in the assembly is the four cylinder engine. The mounting of this engine is also

being assumed since there are no actual data available.

Even tough the result obtained is not as smooth as SF02 result, but with the design

mounting points for the suspension at the first and second configuration, it is able to

produce much more straight line result compare to SF02 model. This means that the

design chassis is able to move in straight line. Figure 4-12 below shows the result at

the beginning ofthe analysis where the car moving in straight position.
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Figure 4-12 Straight line result
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Similar when the car reacts after changing the line. The design chassis is able to

reduce the lateral acceleration of the chassis. But it is slightly not very stable in the

end maybe because ofinappropriate suspension setting.
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Figure 4-13 Result produced after the car changing line

4.3. Fabrication processes

Even though UTP FSAE team has managed to build the first car, but the result is not

satisfactory since the car causes several problems. These problems arose due to

improper fabrication methods that have been implemented during completing the car.

Based on the author experience, improper jig construction, imperfection during

profiling and cutting process, and error during the welding process are the major

contributor to the problems. Thus, in this project, the author would like to suggest

several approaches that may be considered in order to overcome the mentioned

problems. The following figure summarizes the fabrication processes that are

suitable for small scale production.

Designing the

chassis

Steel cutting and

bending
Jig construction

Figure 4-14 Fabrication processes
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4.3.1. Designing the chassis

This step has been discussed earlier in the previous section. With proper design

methodology, a proper chassis can be constructed in order to achieve the target

design of the chassis. As for this project, the target specifications for the chassis are

overall weight of the chassis less then 30kg, the exact weight as refer to the CATIA

model is 23.936kg.

4.3.2. Steel cutting and bending

In order to weld all the frame members, the steel that need to be connected must be

cut either straight or curved depend on the design of the chassis. Usually the straight

cutting process just utilised the abrasive cut-off saw machine. The heat affected zone

due to the cutting using this machine is negligible if compared to heat affected zone

due to welding [1]. Figure 4-15 shows the example of the abrasive cut-off saw

machine used.

Figure 4-15 Abrasive cut-off saw machine

For the curved cutting, usually UTP FSAE team use the skills of the team members

to get the desired profile of the curves. Sometimes the result will not be good due to

the inconsistency during the cutting process. Because of the inconsistency, there are

some gaps produced betweenthe mating steel tubes where it will affect the welding

process as a result more fillers needed to cover the gap during the welding process. If

the gap is too big to cover with the filler, new steel is required which mean some

wastage is done. This process is also a time consuming process where trial and error

is used to get the desired profile. The machine used is the grinding angle machine.

Figure 4-16 shows example ofthe grinding machine used.
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Figure 4-16 Angle grinders

To make this process more efficient and less time consuming another method is

suggested which is utilising thepipe notcher. It is not a newly invented machine but

utilised the hole saw blades that is commercially available couple with the pipe

notcher which is also commercially available. Due to its flexibility to cut rectangular

hollow section (RHS), square hollow sections (SHS) as well as round tube it is

beneficial to invest on this equipment since it helps to reduce the time to profile and

reduce the wastage due to human error. It is capable to cut the holes at any angle up

to 50°. By using this machine a typical hole took about 30 seconds to cut [1]. Figure

4-17 shows example ofpipe notcher that is commercially available in the market.

Figure 4-17 Typical pipe notcher (Anthony M O'Neill, 2005)

Bending process is only applied to the front roll hoop and also the main roll hoop.

Previously UTP FSAE team has to outsource to bend the pipe since UTP does not

have the appropriate facilities to bend the tubing. The manual tube banding that is

available in the laboratory is not capable to bend the pipe to the desired angle. This is

because the SAE4130 tube is to stiff to be bended manually. It required external

force that able to bend it like the hydraulic pipe bender. But the machine is too

expensive to buy, but according to University of Southern Queensland FSAE team,

they managed to bend the pipe without any crimping or any other form of distress in

house by using the Bramley pipe bender [1]. So if this machine is economically feasible
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for the project, it is preferable that UTP FSAE invest some amount of money to buy this

machine because it can also be used in the future. Figure 4-18 shows the pipe bender

used by the Southern Queensland FSAE team.

Figure 4-18 Bramley pipe benders

4.3.3. Jig construction for chassis fabrication

In order to fabricate a proper chassis what is important is a proper jig. Jig can be

defined as a device that guides tools and holds materials or parts securely. From the

previous experienced, UTP FSAE team does not have a proper jig that can support

all the frames. The method used is by using wood about 1cm thick, screw, L plate

and steel holder (eight figure steel plate). The steel tubes that need to be welded are

placed on the wood and it is positioned to the desired dimension base on the CATIA

model. Figure 4-19 illustrates the jig construction that is used by UTP FSAE team.

J •.

Figure 4-19 Jig construction for previous chassis fabrication

Due to the lack of proper jig construction, some imperfection occurred to the

fabricated chassis as for instance the base of the chassis tend to flex and the crucial

area which is the suspension mounting are not exactly straight. This will not only

affect the strength of the chassis but will also affect the overall performance of the

car. Therefore in order to overcome this problem a proper jig must be fabricated. The

following figure shows the suggested CATIA model ofa jig.
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Figure 4-20 Suggested jig construction

The figure above showed a proper jig construction for chassis fabrication. The

welding table is made from steel with the length of 2400mm and width of 1200mm.

the surface ofthe table is drilled with equally spaced tapped holes. The hole diameter

is 10mm with the spacing of 100mm. The purpose of these hole is to enable the

frame holder (refer figure 4-21) as well as the chassis to be properly mounted on the

table. This is to avoid the chassis from moving during the welding process.

It is crucial that the frame members are positioned at the correct location before it is

welded. This is to ensure there will be no misalignment after the welding process

completed. To avoid this problem, the frame support can be used. It is made from

steel plate that is cut and welded to form a rectangular shape. It also has slots that

enable another steel plate so slide so that it can hold the frame at the desired location.

The frame is bolted to the table by using the hexagonal socket heat bolt with the

diameter size of 10mm. Meanwhile, for the frame, it will be tighten up by using the

'U' shape bracket which is commercially available in the market. The following

figure shows the construction ofthe support.
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Figure 4-21 Steel tubing holders

The idea to fabricate the whole jig construction may involve a lot amount of money. But the

advantages are it can be used for a longer period of time. The only parts that need to be re-

fabricated are the steel plates that use to hold the frame. Which mean, there are no need to

build new jig for a new chassis compared to if the jig is constructed using wood just like

what UTP FSAE team usually practise. Furthermore, by using this method, it is confirmed

that the welded chassis will not flex since all the members are hold properly and tightly

before they are welded. Several universities have practised this method and it found that the

result is satisfactory.

4.3.4. Welding processes

The most crucial process to fabricate the chassis is the welding process. One of the

factors that determine the strength of the chassis is the quality of the welded frame.

Therefore a proper selection of welding type is important. Basically, welding can be

classified into 2 major categories which are fusion welding and solid state welding

[15]. The disadvantage of solid state welding is the welding process requires pressure

or heat and pressure which make this welding is not suitable for notched tubing.
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By definition, fusion welding is a welding process that melts two parts that are going

to be joined. In addition to normal process, a filler material is also used. There are a

few types of fusion welding:-

4.3.4.1. Arc welding - consumables and non-consumables electrodes

4.3.4.2. Resistance welding

4.3.4.3. Oxyfuel gas welding

4.3.4.4. Others - electron & laser beam, electroslag & thermite

Oxyfuel gas welding tends to overheat the tubes. Since the thickness of the tubes

used is only 1.64mm, the possibility for the tubes to melt faster is higher. Therefore,

it is not recommended to use the oxyfuel gas welding. Electron & laser beam

welding and resistance welding are for specialised application. The result of the

welding will be very good but to incorporate this project with this type of welding is

not worth it. The cost for the welding will be too expensive. The only option left is

the arc welding. There are two types of arc welding which are the consumables

electrodes and non-consumables electrode. The consumables consist of the shielded

metal arc welding (SMAW) or stick weld and gas metal arc welding (GMAW) or

metal inert gas (MIG) welding. Figure 4-22 and 4-23 show the welding process

respectively. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) or tungsten inert gas (TIG) is the

examples of the non-consumables electrodes method. Figure 4-24 shows the TIG

welding process.

Direction of travel

Protective gas -
from electrode

coating

•Consumable electrode

-Electrode coating

y Slag

.Solidified
weld metal

-Base metal Molten weld metal

Figure 4-22 SMAW or Stick welding (Groover, 2002)
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Feed from spool

Electrode wire

Nozzle

Shielding gas

Shielding gas

Direction ot travel

Solidified weld metal

-Base metal Molten weld metal

Figure 4-23 GMAW or MIG welding (Groover, 2002)

Tungsten electrode
(nonconaumable)

Direction of travel

Shielding gas

• Base metal

Shielding gas

Gas nozzle

Solidified weld metal

Molten weld metal

Figure 4-24 GTAW or TIG welding (Groover, 2002)

The welder seldom chooses the consumables arc welding since it requires manual

removal of the protective slug. In addition, the welding quality is only at moderate

level. Although the equipment setup cost for non-consumables welding is high, the

result that this type of welding produced is quite pleasing. The cleanness of the

welding is good furthermore it is slug free which mean the overall welding process

time can be shorten compare to stick weld. Moreover, TIG welding has an added

value which is the ability to weld with or without the filler depending on the job.

Additionally, TIG welding produced higher quality spatter free weld, and suitable to

weld various steel alloy and also aluminium. As a consequence, GTAW or TIG

welding is suggested for the welding process for this project.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

By understanding the factor that influences the strength of the chassis, it helps to

decide the design of the chassis that will provide high strength and better handling.

Decision matrix has provided a method to decide which design approach that is more

feasible and realistic for this project. Proper material selection will help to build a

strong and reliable chassis construction. Therefore SAE 4130 chromoly alloy is

chosen for the construction. The analysis result shows that the designed chassis is

stiffer compare to the other plus it is economically feasible for this project. The

design simplified the manufacturing processes and the design provided an easy

assembly process when it comes to assemble the car later.

The design chassis has been further analysed with ANSYS and ADAMS Car. These

analyses are crucial since it determinedthe functionality and reliability of the design

chassis. The chassis that has been design has incorporated the suspension geometry

and it has been verified by an analysis using ADAMS Car.

The manufacturing processes that have been suggested are intended to improve the

previous process that being practised for quite some time. It is also aimed to increase

the quality as well as the efficiency of the manufacturing processes required to

fabricate the chassis.

As for the conclusion, this project has successfully fulfilled its objectives where the

designed chassis has being improved in term of the design as well as the analysis;

furthermore the manufacturing processes that are required to fabricate the chassis are

also discussed in this report.
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CHAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATION

There a few improvements that can be done if there are any similar project in the

future. First, in term of design, it is better to incorporate the suspension geometry

during the designing phase. The suspension mounting should be design properly as it

plays a major role in determining a good dynamic of a car and also the handling of

the car.

It is suggested that, during the design phase, analysis using ADAMS Car is

performed concurrently. This is to validate the functionality of the suspension

mounting that has been design. There is also a few more analysis that can be

conducted in ADAMS Car instead of single lane change for instance steep steer

analysis, constant radius cornering, straight line acceleration and also breaking.

These analyses can be performed to further validate the reliability of the chassis and

also to produce a good quality chassis before it can be fabricated.

Other than the suspension mounting, another factors than should be taken into

consideration when designing the chassis is the center of gravity (CG). CG will

affect the car's handling, thus it is essential to determine the best possible position

for the CG (as lower as possible). ADAMS Car has the capability to find the required

CG in the designed chassis.

As for analysis using ANSYS, it is best if the analysis of 3D solid model can be

conducted as an alternative to wire frame model. The result produced is expected to

be more accurate than the wire frame model. Finally, it is an advantage if a prototype

model or mock up model of the design chassis can be fabricated. The model can

undergo a physical testing to validate its strength as well as its reliability.
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Appendix-3 Formula SAE 2008 Rules and regulation for chassis

3, VEHICLE REQUIREMEXJ5 & EXSXK2CXIOXS
Tm± ajXEowingisijuipaeoeixs mA reslnctHas* -Brill be enforced Itcrougb tecboical mspecdoa.
NoE^-QEipXiiaQcs musi be jcoriecteiiand the *:arre-mspeeted before cbs csr is a.&nrad m ©psrate
nods: power.

3.1 Oemeral Design Regaiisiaefilts

3_iJ. Bod? ijori Stj-tiag

Tba'ra&tcOt astitTjeopei-wiieeled aad opeu-<os:kper £a fcimula stele body). Tfesre
must to*no opeaiags tJbroa^k the b&&?v?ozk into tbe stover c omgj-amiifiSE froaK tite
:£todi of tfea tabids bads to das roll bar ms^E &oap ec fcretrali nfltw tfesa ribs!
xssguiral for tiie codspCs spaaing. Minimal ©ptaiaigs sroasd tfce from sBspsssiaa

3.3L2 Wb&glfcis* reuS V*Mcte CosStgaratiUHi

Tbs csx mit& hmm a wftealbase ofat iaa*t 1525 tata (68 uiciies). The wtLeelbass is
measorad &oaa tbe center of srerond i:4mtazc of £bt frost amd tear fees wia& tae

wJiesli poised siraigbr shaadL Tfea vehicle ihusc Hurra four (4) ^ck-sete Om are not in
a straight Iraa.

J.1JJ Vehicle Track

Xfae smaller trsrfc offe reticle (fcom or rear) ejus* fee uo less thsETS^oftke
largsr tracis.

i.lA Visible Access

All items ea flie ImspertHm Farm most be ctesity vUtbfe to the sedmkal mspeebocs.
Visible access ran Ire provided by ram^i-m? body pane(s or by providing: isamyvibCft
access pem&h.

i.?. CbraH Rut*;

lbs ess must lbs eqoipgied wMl a folly operational sti-ipEEJoii system wisia sbock
absa-rberj. troK aad o*arrmlb osable wfeael irsv&i ofa* least 50.3 mm (2 iaefceiX
15.4 mm ft ivzbft jounce and 25.4 mm (1 met) jefeoaaji, with, dra-er seated. The
jadgas raifttve the ngibi to rfisacsillfv j:ars wMek rfs as* represent a ssikhh; mssmpi arc
aa opecacicaal sttspeosioa system ot wlrich dsnuwistaSe ha^f^p inappropriate ;£cr
an aEtocroAi circfliJc.

All imspais-ioa uioustisg points mc^c be visible at Tecbzdcd. &ispectmzL eitaerby
diisct view of by oiEKftii^: m' oKreis.
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rnnwi ft inti

3.2.-2 Gr&no^l Clearacir*

Tbe zroint^l claaraajre iegltc fc» sjjdadsot ro ptHvsiic aoy pacnioa ofdbecsr (sstkar l£fcaa
iKKa) &^WEdKOElilEgSBflffil <llffi'Q? KSCt gVSUS. aud wJia cEre datvs aboard f&grie
MEiincbaa mcniiatmi of 25.4 sua £1xarl^ofsatic £ralead:::!*ara:Li:ei:.ad*cdie
coiaptets cet HthCI cases.

•5.23 TOfctate jscI Tiiti

tf23_IWtafc

Tb>* «te& ofsas ;;£t miti-c '&£&}.2 isia (5*0 isKtej or skis ia digiaatec.

ifmize to ?kc£j!:l tfes uoc ami tfca -wheel ia die evenc tha itHi& an* Leo:-&u5.

Vebxefej ikht biss t»'o Jypes of lire5as follows:

• Jfcrj Tires —The cisss oa clie ^ebicte ^xhsa k ii p:^senoe*3 far teekuical
ttu^ectktii ;ace ti&fiaeidas lis "l>ry Tit«T. Tti&dry Eresmay fee Mij-^iza or
type. Th&j aasy be sltck =, rcr treaded.

'• Rain 'Tinas - Raia teres Eta.? be any siz* a: itypeof Headed or pooled iisa*
pc-ovcelesi

1) rUa teeatsl paccera or aroa^^s -wecemolded in by the lire
asaa^i^zajiaK:. or were ox feytfcft toe jmacdlacfxirftr «:r Ms agpixnEstf.
S{peiic. Any EKKj^Tti ih%£ kare beea ox ejus* ba;re docEiiLeniary jeto&c
tlaac :it was liotie an. isetioo&EiKe sricfi cUese tirJEes.

2) rbara is auKtuaaoEi Keatl depth. oi":2.4- asms (.3;.32 mrh).

Nocfe-. Haatf ctKiciig, '»:P305tuEexmodifis:aJ&ou of iie lira* by die teams is

sIPKiftdtygnftfeitel

WxEa&.8B£btLfe&2£ ifoaiire CBaipainua dc size, or vt»e[ pspe oe&ias any nor be
::baas*edb&sj s^ie j^Kfgciislias: begioL Tae trarcuecs. are BstfsLttuwed. >&>-iraccioa
eokanrecs cbsj- b» xppii&i ca die tires afi-sr tka scatx juristug Xizs bs,fu3i.

3JL4 Sre&riag

Ttie steering s-ysteoi :ueek a3£&::t at u&mc two ^:2) w&eelK.

Tbeiiesria* ays'cesujeehka^Ti;po-ifcive iteeriog: soogs di^c:pss^-sid' cba Bteerias;
H&kigaa froas todccusi Kp (cbs inxieisioQ ofx foar-^Kur linkage ai: djk ofibe ;piiKrt^>.
Did V^p& Kay |]$ pl^ai •::<& &e i^i-i.^LK @:r &a ih^ riit. as^must pi%^3g rfi^ Ti;^
^TM2i coatacitzi^ -.^pei^oa, body, otr frame iKSEibars dEtin.!j tba Rack sveurc.

Allowable F,rs^cb'» ay^-^ai tree jrfay ia Ennciied i» 7 dagreea D5ia3 oneajTCTed ac -&»

3007 SAEjUGmatiniL. JU RigiLft BesBcraL Biiaad, fatiSA
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f€«MLA£££

Efi£ c^hset stesrio™ is jpfirtncccedaaly ±f mecfeanicfiL stops lioii: tffea 'tn.EE. aagla of tlis
:rear wbecB to = 3 ideals from die strat-bc abendl posfttau.

Tlie steeria» wilisel nmsx ba cuerh-.-ncally cDuaacled to ifca froat vtoeU. La. "soser-
"b¥-«"ke" ofma ErosK wheels ia ;pa3bibics;L

3-Z.j? Brsk# System*

Tbe est aoxit Is equipped with s braictis sysom, cbac acte on. aEL £bw wbeslb and is
ispfflratad bye smsi-a coo&al. £i3iEB5£lmi«i«& -tidepeutfeu- IxpfcaiLtic circaats such
mat ia tim case of a kale or £kikir& ee any poxxt ai Hba system. eSSacEtce brakes
power is aisx&Jaiaed oq at teas?: twir wfajieis. Eatfe. liydiaultc circsiK nrasc karaas
own. fliari resarvK. KhaeErby f^ie u_>s of =.ep£cats se5en:s?:cn i>cby *&eus* of £
iiaisio&EL OEM^tyferesenTC.

A single brake gctifi» oa £ ii=ui:*i -vtig diF-ereu-ial Is acceglebfe.

Tbe brake sys-teai amst "b£ capable of{ockmg all :&nnr (4>eiieels darling xb.fi test
specified Mow.

~Brake-'b?>-m1te" systeaas anepr^iHiSed.

UoeiciatKradptastk ferafee Uses «s iprolLitHD&dL

Tbe teriifc tof syscetus cittsc fe& pcofscDsf. wxib.scatter saaetds from failure ofthe slrcfe
tram {sea 3_5.3.4>or tamwrnwci^Mms.

3JL5.1 BratoTttsfr

Ibe tefeie sysisu will be d?oaiarciQy sestet! £ia3 mm iistmsYMStcwt ?±ae cqnfeEtftycf
fcssrkmsall tbcir {4) wluHili ami sftyppiag die v&bx:L& ia a soigne Lois sr iees east st'aa
aceebatixoa rcnt 3jj<e«c!eii by #» bra£« :iirs3^:5or5.

3 .!.£.£ Bmlys Over Trave'1Swifok

A txtfsz pslaL fwerTOviti 3wxfcb cora "beiastaUed on die c a. Ibis swicck. must be
ULscailed so ttaiu tfee e-ront ofbrats s^item Jsctlrae iurfi i^e tbe bcafce p&dal ktet
ttvisfc. iclia switcKi will fee KdcabbELsod will step •Big auifio* feist iiukMaw. 'This.
swiraihmust k£H t'bfi ignition.s£ud cirr i&epower co ray eJectxtcaC fiiel pumps,
Stape^FiKl srtaadoa. of ?be s-a-kek nxust sKyr restore gimfc-sr ii> th*3ecoEapeoeun*, si^3it
must be ctesqmed sc thac -rbe dcc^ifer csuoat ceset m. Tine awricb oa^t b* ioagleaiiEucfld.
•qtMi analo'* caMgi^Eanls. amt use -tbroagb. r&coitnse ft* pri^sraiimiable lD.gcc
•ronBollcri, eo^iiiK esKccioJ naioi, «^stniitirfiiac&t»Ea^di^^Ecoacri^!i«rs.

.i}_2j?.3Brsi:teIJgbt

Tb* csr aif.u: 1*^ ^niip^^d \ti^i t vad. hraks Ltsbc of at leaat 15-a-aEts.. or eqcdnUKCc,
cleariy ixs^jfe froaa tfis r»ic. E an LED biukii ugfic.i?. oaed, it ormf:fee ct&aclly visiiblfei
xel r*r)- ferigki saoLtigfcr. "Tbia UgbA aicasc "bs aioiasBHibetween m* wfajiei csiirtaifi

2Q9?5AE5igEmsnni(. ^3 Xc^ibJ B^emei. fecfedinli-'sA.
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aatf, dxtv«r » sinister i&rel Ysrc&aLiy aa& ^rosaaasre.'ly ga veUicU esaiscaiae

A jscHog ^triii. 'ftirabia tffp&bte of ^ip/omas -:fe sets vsistit *si of sair^ia/i -'a
-rcgaEriEEis' --cfAict pels"'". xhuseIw provided at clii rear of the car.

The jaefcai|z paiat is re^u^refl To be:

• Drt£K&£i hanzsaasSir six! [psipeudicxLLar to cbs -cea&jlbw at'-fre car

• Made from coood, 25 - V? :tiorc {': - 1 l/'S ia;:h> O.D. stEiaicfttisa or i-e&I code

• A rtiiaiitv.im of300 men (12 iucb&s) toag

• HKposssi anraidtEie :Isset ISC decrees o-ftts ctrcTf.nife-Tirjcs -*vsr a t:dr(i:aia:i
DeagEb. of 230 sax (31 :ih)

Tbe tosiigfcr of:he tube s imcpire*! m be suck rtKC

• Taeoi is a inxiianuai of TS aun (3 ia) efestascg Jlnm i±ue bDiBcn ofae tnfefi
ro me irroaarf. iL-ea^u.recl a- tech i3E»pe::tion_

• Wife, cbs boaroaa of Ebe tab* 200 aim £7.5 ia) atom ground tta -rcb&aCs iio
uot roucb ma gsouexl wibes. ebey ire ia rUCEefanabL

•3-3 Structural R*qiiire:ic>i:im

Aa»x£eribj&r ifeqaiceaaaxs., -be*r&ki:cle:s sasiccas omstinrftidj* csro roil b^ops fLat
«» biaceri. a froiLrbKfKUsad^om s&ppatx svscecuaod fiicj>K:t Amenumxr^ aadside
imrpKir strctcomi-

3..5..I D«fiarrt*>D=

Tbe following ;ietLQic:cai appty T&raugham the F-u.'Ie-i docaoneuc:

Maio Hoop - A teU bar located afosiissiee oxjuscbeExiiul tfie driver's tmso.

Sr-s&oi Hoop -A e:-£1 Irac Located afcsve ^k d!ri-ec5 lass. ia:eroxiaaky to ika iiiesima;
wbat.

RoH Hoop^ -BeflitfcftRroot 'Amp aEstibe MamHoog Ereelassifhd as '-Ml
Ko^ps"

Fran:* 3X&3iib£r - A axukimfu ce|&*:S£ar£ttte sickle piece of icucur, nsauxmtaas,
ru-blt^:.

Fracc* - Tbe Ft^ame" is Bis fatro:^£sd scnxcriirsLaBaembty tliat r>"tgptxti a0
tnaxcooal i%tfc:le systKUS- This assembly may fc» a 5ia|3s TOeEdedstnictBCE.
ncoEtpCftwelded strcicbicss or £ iioa^jiiiaioa ofcoo^iostre and K^tifrl ssniencres.

jprxuary Smirtare - rke jfrisHEiy StCKftus is cszaprisedoffiw taZLatosaag Fsuave
jrorapcKieiicr*: I>Main. Hoop. 1^ Fjohj Hoop, i£ EolC Hoop &caces. *-> SLde lBg>a::c
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Stracbae. 5} Froac BuXlbeftL &) F:gme* B^x&head Support Syiteai and 7) all Fraiiae
Members. gaMes stud asg^jsibartirectifertaad from melSrcvers Xesccasac System
into fteair* I tflxoagh $.

Major Strwchnt «J tfa* -Franus- —The paction, oftne Fistus itst Hes »itbla the
«K%3a^ft d«3ned 'bydu Primacy feuj-rjm.T^^pperporiiimorcfieMaiQHoijpaM
me Maiin, EEo#p tersszes ate oat iacCuded in. derlnisn tkii enveL&pe.

Front 8a£t3t«ad —A p&uset scrocttiie that defines ills JEbreranfl ptaaai ofthe Majsxr

StnicteieofHtafc Feasts* and ficnctfeas to gravida protection for cbe diiisers feiK.

Impact Aifrs»ciaib»:r •-A sfeSor.c.iia'kui, eaecgy ab^Kibiag derice locateel Sirwiactiof
1k& Foci IkL&}La,i&

3-3L2 SfnK&aralCqixrataftry and 5nni;-mi al Eiguiralsiicv Fftrm£SEF)

lb* use of sllecuatrce QiateiiaLi ac tulaa" rsjzxs co t'bose ^peccfied ice ^ectton. 5 .33JL

-Baratins Steel Material;" 1=1 cHowed. provided they Laire been judged by a oechxicat
jir^b" id hace sqital ec sqpBriHr •psufpssuxs so itfcosespecified x& Section. 3.3.3.1.

Appnreal ofaftstiLatteemaQeri&lor tKbag stzas will teebs^&i aptsu i\m siijziaeeimg
jujSsoiea.- aat expedeocs ofthe srndefcsirbmera Liospet toe or his iupgoinfere.

Ttoetecliaical :review is kxtciatedb^ cuoiplettns this "Scracttas.C Es|KEVs[eae:v Focm."
(SHF> asms the faraitt ?i^ea £n ADpeadcc. A-l.

S&2.1 StrMtsural Eqmivailfco icy Ftcca - Sift ffiUiitm

a:ne goaeriog at £he adfess sbwn ia dis Aippeudis or uxficsted. sf che
csuapfitttiazL B-ebscte.

b) Du* 'Dace —SEF\= euast be ^uftaictreil au teier tzrai die dace r-prea ea tbe

-Actum DsadSisfci' •m &e ;agpsnfe « &8 dsea indicated ihi els cOEUtut&ai
'rcebx&e.

cjt .%:fecna-a"lec|3eayE;!2J —'M-ectlL Aut&r^a jroiapetLaoas. —SEF's sabiartted :Sbr
Aidudes eHJsiesi iaco C4>aig>fititioEs aeld ta Koctb. Araexica "will Is
ackntTwItec^ed 'iipozL se^fetjrf.

Do Sor R-KMibcreitSEF's.

2+
o :>ffit7 SAE JifflKisTxaBai. AlXi^teStssns^. EricssE aa'Ci^A
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Appendix-4 Properties for material

Properties Description
Mechanical

Hardness

Fatigue

Tensile

Impact

Creep

Wear

Stiffness

Compression

High degree ofharness

Resistance to fatigue

High tensile strength

High impact strength

Low creep resistance

Resistance to wear

High stiffness

High compression strength

Physical

Density

Electric

Magnetic

Thermal Conduction

Expansion

Melting point

Low to medium density

Not applicable

Not applicable

High thermal conductivity

Low thermal expansion

High melting point

Chemical

Environmental resistance

Composition

Bonding

Structure

Resistance to weather, soil, solvents

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Appendix 5Translation and von misses stress (taken at 1000N load)

SF-01

Translationa! ttisptacemerit vector.!

SF-02

TranslatumaiDspteasnientVKtorJ.

SF-03 01

IronsUtitavi Otsfi^amsifvaaiat.i.

Von Mises Stress Oinri^vSue^Z
Hjn2
«1.2e+O0B

LCBe+MK
9£9e+007

ss B39eJ-007

7.196+007
1 SS9e*007
I 4.79t+007
H 3.6e+097
1 24e-f-O07
B Ue+GOT

On Boundary

i*

Von MisesStress {nodalvaluslZ
Hjn2

147e*-0GB
132e+00fi
HBe+OOE
lJSe+003
&85«-0G?
7-3*>M>07

5.93e*G07
4.flSe>0OT
3.Q2e+0O7
156e*0G7

LdteHSJS
CnEoimtJsiy

Van Mi5E; Stress (nnda! valuesW
NjnZ

llBwSOB
L05M-00S
93e»007

E,13e*007

S.97e*007
5Ble+tB7

•4.ffie+-0G7
&4Se+0D7

233B+007
U6e+007

423
On Boundary
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SF-03 02

TransTationa} r&spfecement uector.l
mm

I3.S1

Z8S

., 2.16

SF-03 03

TranslsBnnaf AsplaconBitwdor.l

13.92
353
3.14

Z75

, Z35
I' L96

1S7

US

0.785
0392

On Boundary

&

Von Mists Stress Smda) vaha-sW
Njn2

7.26e+0t>7
6S3e+fl07
S^le+007

S-OBsKW?
436n-007

!3.63e+uG7

2.91C+O07

2.18*4-007
L46m-007
73e*006

431e*004
On Boundary

Von Mjses Stress Orodal vdues)^
N_m2
Ii.ase+aos

We*008
131e+00S

-i 1.14e*«K

.. 9.8e+n07
B.ISr+007

653fc+007
4.3s+007

3J7e+Q07
t63e*0O7

1.9e*O04
On Boundary
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Appendix 6-1 SF-01 design and properties

VoiumKfiocSm3"
Mbsk J3eJS3ka

UnertJiMotri*

Center of Oravrty

•ys'[*zraniww

***\3ti*tmF *^j--OJM*spm?

Appendix 6-2 SF-02 design and properties

—Center of Gravity— General -^ —-

Dmhp 78fctfcg_ni3

Volume:) QiM}4m3
Mass 295Hkg

Surface: imirril

118jGBlmm

y= -IMTertmmm

e=\mi2»3mm

—Inertia pJUms —-— — — -- — —

kct= 3/LS9kgsm2 &V= 0fcgNm2 ta= 0.542kgam2

Iy«= QfcgsmZ tyf^lWJSIkgmil tyz= OkgxmZ

Szs=|0.542k3Mm2 Iey= OkgmiZ to= 13322kgKm2
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Appendix 6-3 SF0301 design and properties

, Sentrat

VshiinrweiOjMSmS

Nta jamjte,
':S«fat*|2S*lm2

Inertia WUbnt

H=f^M3fegn,m2 60= [0JS?lkgMn2
;b«=l'̂ jOmgranj" "; to»[&i$1cgunZ " "" ^=['-M03fcgS
feMfoisri't^traZ ^|'9,«Hfepim2 tK3f-*S63itym2

Appendix 6-4 SF03 02 design and properties

~- General —^ = — - Lender of Gravity — — ; —

DereAy: 786IkgL_m3 *= 3Jim7mm

Votane 0.OO3m3 y- -0.138mm

Mass 23536kg £=J21ZJiemm
Surfaces|z088mZ

. *

r-inertia matm '—• :—: - ——

!&^2.463koarri2 Skv= -4MXttfcgBm2 &z=(0J44kgnrn2
;Ivh=J -0i)|)ikgsm2 tyy= &8fcgnm2 Iyz= -(54Se-«04kgam2

|fe«= 0.744kgHm2 fey^j ^ JSelOHkguhZ &z= 9.339kgHm2
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Appendix 6-5 SF-03_03 design and properties
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